Abstract:
A payment scheme specifies when payments are made between firms in a supply chain. It connects the physical inventory process with the cash flow process, which is a key process to understand for firm financial planning and cash management. There is a wide variety of payment schemes in practice, and the variety is increasing due to automatic electronic payments, the Internet, and information technology platforms. Unfortunately, however, standard inventory decision models make strict assumptions regarding the payment scheme. Thus, they cannot accurately relate supply chain inventory to key financial metrics for firms and can lead to biased inventory policy recommendations. This paper introduces a general model of payment schemes and two new accounting measures - financed inventory and margin backorders -- for a serial supply chain. We show how to use this modeling framework to tract the financial flow in the supply chain and evaluate key financial metrics under any given inventory policy and payment scheme, by leverage the existing inventory theory. We also revise several well-known inventory formulas to accommodate different payment schemes. Finally, we apply the framework to study joint inventory and cash management decisions and supply chain coordination issues. (This is a joint work with Jordan Tong of University of Wisconsin-Madison.)
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